Lubricants for
Passenger Cars
Quality counts. That´s why BMW relies on FUCHS lubricants.
As one of the leading factory fill specialists we supply the
original quality. Today and tomorrow.

Products
Engine Oils

Features

Specifications/
Approvals

TITAN GT1
SAE 5W-30

Premium motor oil for modern passenger cars and light commercial vehicles
with or without extended service intervals. Specially developed for BMW
vehicles with exhaust after treatment and turbocharger. Optimum cold
starting, lower oil consumption and minimized exhaust emissions.

BMW LONGLIFE-04

TITAN Supersyn
SAE 0W-30
TITAN Supersyn
LONGLIFE
SAE 5W-30
TITAN Supersyn
SAE 5W-30

Ultra High Performance, extreme fuel-economy oil for a variety of vehicles
with or without extended service intervals. Excellent cold starting and
lower oil consumption.

BMW LONGLIFE-01

Ultra High Performance, extreme fuel-economy oil for BMW vehicles.
Specially developed for BMW extended service intervals. Optimum
cold starting and lower oil consumption.

BMW LONGLIFE-01

Ultra High Performance, extreme fuel-economy oil for a variety of vehicles
with or without extended service intervals. Optimum cold starting and
lower oil consumption.

BMW LONGLIFE-98

Ultra High Performance, fuel-economy oil for a variety of vehicles with or
without extended service intervals. Optimum cold starting and lower oil
consumption.

BMW LONGLIFE-98

TITAN SINTOFLUID
SAE 75W-80

Synthetic manual transmission fluid for passenger cars. Offering good
gearbox efficiency. Good cold start behaviour. Suitable as fill for life fluid
according to manufacturer.

API GL-5

TITAN SINTOPOID
SAE 75W-90
TITAN SINTOPOID LS
SAE 75W-140

Synthetic axle fluid for passenger cars. Offering good gearbox efficiency
suitable for high-offset hypoid drives. Good cold start behaviour. Suitable
as fill for life fluid according to manufacturer.

API GL-5

Fully-synthetic, high-performance gear oil for axle and transfer gearbox.
Offers best cold start behaviour. Suitable for axle and transfer gearbox
with and without limited slip differential.

API GL-5

TITAN Supersyn
SAE 5W-40

Gear Oils

Automatic Transmission Fluids (ATF)
TITAN ATF 6000 SL

Latest synthetic ATF offering maximum performance in passenger car applications such as automatic transmissions with torque converters or wet clutches
as well as power steering systems. Formulation is licensed according to
DEXRON VI and downwards compatible to any former DEXRON-specification.

DEXRON VI

TITAN ATF 4000

Multifunctional ATF for use in automatic transmissions as well as other ATF
applications. Licensed according to DEXRON III (H). Improved low-temperature
shifting compared to DEXRON II.

DEXRON III (H)

TITAN ATF 3353

Multifunctional DEXRON III-Generation-ATF for automatic transmissions as
well as any other ATF applications. Offers fuel-efficiency potential.
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Power Steering Oil
TITAN ATF 3000

Universal DEXRON II (D) ATF for all automatic transmissions in
commercial vehicles, machinery and passenger cars according to
manufacturer´s documentation.

Central Hydraulic Fluid
TITAN ZH 4300 B

Fully-synthetic, high-performance central hydraulic fluid based on
advanced synthesis technology.

Antifreeze
FRICOFIN

Coolant additive based on monoethylene glycol. Free from nitrite,
amine and phosphate.

Greases
RENOCAL FN 745/94
RENOLIT LZR 2 H
RENOLIT GL 1
RENOLIT RHF 1
RENAX GLEITSPRAY

Low temperature optimised grease for lubrication of door locks and pedals.
Contact grease for lubrication of battery poles, also used for pinion gears
and engine gear rings.
Synthetic special grease for lubrication of sliding roof mechanism and
guides.
Spray grease for lubrication of door brakes in automobiles
(RENOLIT GL 1 in spray cans).
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